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Brands:
Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Sheaffer
Legacy Roaring 20´S
Sterling Silver
Sterling Silver
Sterling Silver
Size:
X
Carat:
New in box
Number 103 of 1108
Cartridge / Converter

18k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M
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Sheaffer Historik
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Brands:

Sheaffer

Model:

Desk set

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Black
Black
Gold
Size:
X
Carat:
New old stock

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X
X

M
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1940
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

Duofold Senior

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Coral red
Coral red
Gold
1927-29
X
Near mint

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F
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History
George Safford Parker, the founder, had previously been a sales agent for the John Holland
Gold Pen Company. He received his first fountain pen related patent in 1889.[3] In 1894 Parker
received a patent on his "Lucky Curve" feed,[4] which was claimed to draw excess ink back into
the pen body when the pen was not in use. The Lucky Curve feed was used in various forms
until 1928.
From the 1920s to the 1960s, before the development of the ballpoint pen, Parker was either
number one or number two in worldwide writing instrument sales. In 1931 Parker created
the Quink ("quick drying ink") which eliminated the need for blotting.[5] In 1941 the company
developed the most widely used model of fountain pen in history (over $400 million worth of
sales in its 30 year history) the Parker 51.[6][7]Manufacturing facilities were set up over the
years in Canada, United Kingdom, Denmark, France, Mexico, USA, Pakistan, India, Germany
(Osmia-Parker) and Argentina. Parker pens were frequently selected (often as favorite pens of
the signers) to sign important documents such as the World War II armistices, and
commemorative editions were sometimes offered.[citation needed]
The company bought retailer and catalog company Norm Thompson in 1973, and then sold it
off in 1981.[8]In 1976 Parker acquired Manpower just as the temporary staffing market was
surging. In time Manpower provided more revenue than the pen business. A 1982 spinoff,
Sintered Specialties, Inc., became SSI Technologies, a manufacturer of automotive sensors.
A management buyout in 1987 moved the company headquarters to Newhaven, East Sussex,
England which was the original location of the Valentine Pen Company previously acquired by
Parker. In 1993 Parker was acquired by the Gillette Company, which already owned the Paper
Mate brand, one of the best-selling disposable ballpoints. Gillette sold the writing instruments
division in 2000 to Newell Rubbermaid, whose own Stationery Division, Sanford, became the
largest in the world owning such brand names as Rotring, Sharpie, Reynolds as well as
Parker, PaperMate, Waterman and Liquid Paper.
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In July 2009 the 180 workers at Parker Newhaven got notice that the factory was to be shut
down and the production moved to France.[9]
On 18 August 2009 Newell Rubbermaid Inc. announced that Janesville Wisconsin will close
the remaining operations tied to Parker Pen and eliminate 153 jobs. The company said:
"This decision is a response to structural issues accelerated by market trends and is in no way
a reflection on the highly valued work performed by our Janesville employees over the years."
Newell Rubbermaid stated it will offer transitional employment services as well as severance
benefits.[10][11]
More recently, Parker has abandoned traditional retail outlets in North America. While some
Jotter pens may be found in retailers such as Office Depot, what little remains of the Parker
line has been moved into upscale "luxury" retailers, abandoning the entry level market.[citation
needed]

Famous models
Key models in the company's history include Jointless (1899), Jack Knife Safety
(1909), Duofold (1921), Vacumatic (1932), "51" (1941), Jotter (1954), 61 (1956), 45, 75
(1964), Classic (1967), 25 (1975), Arrow (1982), Vector (1986), Duofold International (1987),
95 (1988), Sonnet (1993), and the Parker 100 (2004).

Products
The following is a list with the current products by Parker Pen, as of 2012
Type

Model

5TH Technology I.M., Ingenuity, Sonnet, Urban
Fountain pens

Duofold, Premier, Sonnet, Parker Vector, Jotter

Ballpoint pens

Facet, Executive, Esprit, Frontier, Urban, I.M., Vector, Jotter

Inks and refills

Quink, 5TH Mode
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

Duofold Senior

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Black
Black
Gold
1927-29
X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X
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AD from 1899 -1917
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Brands:

Parker

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Parker

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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1920
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

Vacumatic

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

51

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Rolled Gold
Rolled Gold
Gold
Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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1947
1990
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

VS

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

1947-49
Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

61

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Rolled Gold
Rolled Gold

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

New Duofold

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

Made in England
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

Duofold

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

Duofold

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

2012
Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Parker

Model:

Duofold

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Checkered Amber
Checkered Amber
Gold

X
New

Size:
Carat:

18k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M

Cartridge / Converter
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Brands:
Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Pilot / Namiki
Mount Fuji / Maki-e
Black resin
Black resin
Gold
Size:
X
Carat:
New in box

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M

Cartridge / Converter
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History
The Pilot Pen Corporation was founded by Erich Drafahl and Ryosuke Namiki in 1918 under
the name of the Namiki Manufacturing Company. In 1926 it established overseas offices
in Malaysia,Singapore, Boston, London and Shanghai. In 1938 the name of the company
changed to the Pilot Pen Co., Ltd. It was again renamed in 1950 as the Pilot Ink Company,
Ltd. In 1954 a branch was opened in Brazil. From 1972 - 1999 various sub companies were
formed to cover the various branches, and the collective name for these is Pilot Corporation.
More recently, Pilot began the BeGreen line, pens and pencils composed of mostly recycled
content.
Luxor Writing Instruments, is a major Indian stationery company based in India. Luxor
manufactures and markets pens and writing instruments under the Luxor, Pilot and other pen
brands. Luxor was founded in 1963 in India.[1]

Fountain Pens
In 1964, Pilot Corporation introduced the Capless. Unlike other fountain pens during its time,
the Pilot Capless featured a fully retractable nib. The Capless was later reintroduced as the
Vanishing Point in 1972.
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Brands:
Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Conway Stewart
Winston Churchill
Brown marble
Fountain pen:
Brown marble
Ball pen:
Gold
Rollerball:
2011
Pencil:
Size:
Dip pens:
X
Carat:
Size:
New in box
In box with pen, book, ink and cigar
Cartridge / Converter

X

M
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History
Jarvis and Garner had previously worked for the De La Rue Company, the leading
British fountain pen manufacturer of the time. Drawing on the experience they had gained at
De La Rue, the two started their own business, initially reselling fountain pens manufactured
by other companies. The name “Conway Stewart” was apparently derived from a popular
music hall act of the time.
The fountain pen market in Britain at that time was dominated by De La Rue and it was clear
to Jarvis and Garner that only a very limited market share could be gained by reselling unbranded fountain pens. At the same time, De La Rue was embarking on a substantial
marketing campaign by re-branding its products “Onoto”. Jarvis and Garner identified a market
niche for attractive and reliable writing instruments at an affordable price.
The 1920s saw rapid development of the Conway Stewart product line. Pens of several
different types of filling mechanisms, materials and sizes were offered for sale. The business
model proved successful for Conway Stewart and its market share increased at the expense
of other established manufacturers. As a result, Conway Stewart had outgrown its initial
premises and in 1927 the company relocated to a larger facility which would serve as its home
for the next two decades.
During the depression years, the company was able to remain profitable, helped by the
public’s perception of good value products. In 1935, Conway Stewart went public, raising
additional capital at the same time by offering shares. The years of World War II proved
difficult for Conway Stewart and many other manufacturers; there were shortages of materials
but the company managed to survive by continuing to offer good reliable pens at reasonable
prices.
Emerging from post-war austerity in Britain, the 1950s proved to be golden years for Conway
Stewart with the creative use of colored plastic reaching its peak. The company once again
relocated to new premises but the golden age proved to be short-lived. At the same time,
the ballpoint pen was being developed and while initially unreliable and more expensive than
comparably finished fountain pens soon decreased rapidly in price. Conway Stewart, along
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with most other fountain pen manufacturers of the time, failed to anticipate the effect that this
innovative product would have on fountain pen sales.
In the 1960s, fountain pen sales declined very quickly and Conway Stewart began to feel the
effect of falling revenues. The company tried to compete by offering lower priced fountain
pens and also introduced ball point pens to its range. The company relocated to Crumlin in
Wales in 1968 taking advantage of regional development grants but its financial health
continued to deteriorate. In 1975 the company was wound-up and production ceased.
The company was revived in the 1990s with headquarters in Plymouth, UK. Sales started in
1998 although some models had been produced for special occasions before that, including
for the heads of state attending the 1998 G8 Summit in Birmingham. The company now
manufactures for the high-end of the writing instrument market and the range is characterized
by the use ofprecious metals, enamels, celluloid and casein plastics and the production of
limited edition pens.

Models: 1905-1975
Early models marketed by Conway Stewart were sourced from other manufacturers, were
made of hard rubber and were indistinguishable from many other pens available at that time.
By the mid 1920s, the company was establishing its own design style, helped by the use of
colorful celluloid and casein plastics.
Conway Stewart's model designation is a combination of names and numbers. Important
named models with approximate age ranges include:
1920s – 1960s: Dinkie (540-550)
1930s – 1940s: Duro (various numbers), Dandie (720, 728), Scribe (336), International (356),
Universal (470, 479)
During the 1940s, model names were dropped for all product lines apart from the Dinkie. The
model numbering is not chronological and the same pen may appear with a different numbers
depending on whether it was sold in Britain or exported. Major model numbers include:
1920s – 1940s: 200, 217, 286, 380, 388
1950s – early 1960s: 12, 14, 15, 16, 22, 27, 28, 36, 58, 60, 73-77, 84, 85, 100,
early 1960s – 1975: 65-69, 94-98, 107
The plastics of the 1940s to 1960s were produced in a variety of styles and colors and while
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never specifically named by Conway Stewart, they have become known informally by
collectors by names such as cracked ice, herringbone, tiger’s eye and crosshatch and the
more common marbled finish. Of particular note is the model 22 which was produced in the
1950s in a floral pattern. This was produced in very small numbers compared to other models
of the time. There is some uncertainty as to the number produced; estimates range from 200
to 2000.
After the early 1960s injection molded plastic of a uniform colour was used for the
manufacture of pens. Nibs, which had been 14ct gold until this time, were generally replaced
by stainless steel.

Models: 1990s to present
Models produced in this era are made for the “high-end” of the market and feature precious
metals, enamels and casein or celluloid plastics and 18ct gold nibs. Notable models include
the 58 series, the Duro series, the Dinkie series and the 100 series, all styled after the original
models and the Churchill series. Limited edition models have been produced on various
themes mainly related to British history and leaders and luxury brand names, like automobile
manufacturer Rolls-Royce and piano manufacturer Steinway & Sons.[1]
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Brands:
Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Conway Stewart
Khione / Nordic Winter
White marble
White marble
Chrome
2011
Size:
X
Carat:
New in box

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M

Cartridge / Converter
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Brands:

Conway Stewart

Model:

Nr 70

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Burgundy pearl
Burgundy pearl
Chrome
Ca 1951
Size:
X
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

England
Lever Filler
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Brands:

Yard – O - Led

Model:

Grand Viceroy

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Barley Sterling Silver
Barley Sterling Silver
Sterling Silver
2012
Size:
X
Carat:
18k
New in box
Fantastic English craftsmanship
Cartridge / Converter

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M
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Yard-O-Led
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Yard-O-Led Pencil Company was founded in London, England in 1934
by a Mr Brenner to produce his patent propelling pencils which contained
twelve three inch leads (that is to say, 36 inches or a yard of lead). After
the Second World War the company merged with Sampson Mordan Ltd
whose founder had patented the first mechanical pencil in 1822. They
built a new factory inBirmingham and took over Edward Baker Ltd,
another pencil maker.[1]
The company is now part of the Letts Filofax Group and produces
expensive fountain pens as well as pencils; most of which are made
from hallmarked sterling silver.
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Brands:
Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Pelikan
M600
Transparent blue marble
Transparent blue marble
Gold

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

Size:
X
Carat:
18k
F
New in box. Piston Filling
Pelikan special series of world cities where number 1 was
Berlin and number 2 was Stockholm
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Pelikan is a German, yet Swiss-incorporated manufacturer of fountain pens and other writing,
office and art equipment, credited with the invention of the differential-piston filling method.
Their "true" history began with the model "100" and the modified 100N (both fountain pens),
which sparked the genesis of the company's distinctive styling.
The modern-day range includes a flagship line called the Majesty, a sterling silver and
palladium plated fountain pen, rollerball pen and ball pen. The more popular Souverän
(meaning Sovereign) consisting of the very small M300, small M400, medium M600, large
M800 and oversized M1000. A new range of large, modern pens have recently been released
called the Ductus[3] Pens with vermeil embellishments, called 'Toledo', are manufactured in
two sizes in Toledo in Spain. The M700 Toledo is the same size as the (new-style) M400 and
the M900 is the same size as the M800. Pelikan is notable for manufacturing many of their
pens using Cellulose acetate, instead of the more modern plastics used by most other major
pen makers.

There is also a more modest "Classic" (née Traditional) line of pens, which is really an
extension of the Souverän line. They are mechanically very similar, but less elaborately
decorated, and shipped with gold-plated stainless steel nibs, rather than the solid gold nibs of
the Souverän pens. This line includes the 200 and 150. The Souverän and Classic lines are
also notable for their easily replaced nibs, which are mostly interchangeable. Many of the pen
models are also available as ballpoints, mechanical pencils; their model designations have the
same number as the corresponding fountain pen, but a different prefix letter. M for the fountain
pens using the piston filling mechanism; P for the fountain pens which take ink cartridges, K
for ball pens, R for rollerball and D for mechanical pencils.
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Pelikan is also a manufacturer of Limited Edition pieces, their first being the acclaimed "Blue
Ocean" Demonstrator in 1993 leading to current 'Eternal Ice'. In recent years Pelikan also
ventured into some "Special Edition" pens, where an unlimited number of a given pen is
manufactured but only within a limited period - usually a year.Pelikan also makes entry-level
fountain pens and fountain pens for school pupils, for example "Pelikano" and "Future,". The
Griffix 'Learn to Write' system was released in 2009 and starts at a wax crayon up to a
fountain pen with right and left handed grip profiles.
Pelikan's entry level fountain pen ink is called Pelikan 4001, while it has a higher grade ink
called Edelstein Ink. Pelikan also makes Pelikan Fount India, a deep black Indian ink which,
unlike most Indian inks, can be used in fountain pens. It is very water-resistant. Additionally,
the company makes Pelikan Drawing Ink A, which is not suitable for fountain pens. It should
be used with adip pen.
The purchase of rival Herlitz will double group revenue KUALA LUMPUR: Pelikan
International Corp Bhd hopes to conclude a 45 million euros (RM227mil) cash deal to acquire
a 66% stake in another German stationery maker, Herlitz AG, together with the firm’s logistics
centre and related assets located near Berlin, by the year-end.

Products
Current Pelikan product lines are:
Type
Writing instruments

Arts and crafts
Printers

Range of Products
Fountain pens, ballpoint pens, mechanical pencils, pen refills,
inks, erasers, marker pens, highlighters
Graphite and colored pencils, brushes, wax crayons, oil pastels,
moulding clay, chalks, drawing inks, erasers, papers
cartridges, papers, fax papers and accessories
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Brands:

Pelikan

Model:

Graphos

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Ebonite
Ebonite

X

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X
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Brands:

Wahl Eversharp

Model:

Nr 4 Console

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Rolled Gold
Rolled Gold
Gold
Ca 1923
Size:
X
Carat:
Near mint condition
Original boxes
Lever Filler

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

Fine
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History
The company was started by Charles Rood Keeran in 1913.[1] He applied for a patent on the
pencil on October 10, 1913 and was granted US patent 1,130,741 on March 9, 1915. The first
production Eversharp pencils were made in New Jersey by Heath, a prominent provider of
high quality metalwork to the writing equipment industry. These pencils were test-marketed
over the holiday season of 1913 at Wanamaker's in New York City. Shortly thereafter, Keeran
moved his base of operations back to Illinois. In October 1915, Keeran signed a contract with
the Wahl Adding Machine Company of Chicago to manufacture Eversharp pencils. In midNovember 1915 Wahl took control of Eversharp in exchange for a capital infusion of $20,000.
At the end of 1916, Eversharp was wholly absorbed by Wahl through an exchange of stock.
Keeran retained a small stake in the combined firm and held the position of sales manager,
but by the end of 1917 Keeran had been squeezed out of the company. [2]
The Eversharp pencil was a huge success. By 1921 over 12 million had been sold. The
Eversharp allowed Wahl to become one of the leading manufacturers of both pencils and
pens, its entry into the fountain pen business in 1917 also facilitated by Charles Keeran,
through purchase of the Boston Fountain Pen Company. Somewhat confusingly, the Wahl
Pen Company used the Wahl name for its pens and the Eversharp name for its pencils. At the
end of the 1920s, however, the company renamed itself Wahl-Eversharp, and all products,
pens and pencils alike, were marked accordingly. In 1941 the company renamed itself yet
again, this time as Eversharp. It remained a major player throughout the 1940s, but a series of
missteps in its attempts to enter the then-new field of ballpoint pens hurt the company badly.
In 1957 the Parker Pen Company acquired Eversharp. The Eversharp name was used for a
time, but within a few years the production of Eversharp pens and pencils had come to an
end.
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Brands:

Eversharp

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Burgundy
Burgundy
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

XF

USA
Lever Filler
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Brands:

Eversharp

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Dark Green
Dark Green
Gold / Chrome

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

XF

USA
Lever Filler
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Brands:

Wahl Eversharp

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Ebonite
Gold
Gold
1920-29
Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X
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Brands:

Penkala Pen

Model:

Nr 500

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Ebonite
Ebonite
1917
Size:
Carat:

X
14k
Exelent
Edmund Moster &Co. Lady pen
Safety

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

XF
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Slavoljub Eduard Penkala
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Slavoljub Eduard Penkala (Croatian pronunciation: sl
u b duard p
– 5 February 1922) was a Croatian engineer and inventorof PolishJewish[1][2] and Dutch ethnicity.

k la]) (20 April 1871

"Penkala-Moster" pen and pencil company in Zagreb

Eduard Penkala was born in Liptovský Mikuláš (in what is now Slovakia), to Franciszek
Pękała, who was ofPolish heritage, and Maria Pękała (née Hannel), who was
of Dutch heritage. He attended the University of Vienna and Technische Universität Dresden,
graduating from the latter in 1898 and going on to earn adoctorate in organic chemistry. He
then moved with his wife and family to Zagreb (which was then in theKingdom of CroatiaSlavonia, also part of Austria-Hungary) and subsequently added "Slavoljub" (the equivalent of
slavophile) to his name, becoming a naturalized Croat.
He became renowned for further development of the mechanical pencil (1906)[3]—then called
an "automatic pencil"—and the first solid-ink fountain pen (1907).[4] Collaborating with an
entrepreneur by the name ofEdmund Moster, he started the Penkala-Moster Company and
built a pen-and-pencil factory that was one of the biggest in the world at the time. This
company, now called TOZ-Penkala, still exists today. TOZ stands for "Tvornica olovaka
Zagreb", which means "Zagreb pencil factory".
He also constructed the first Croatian two-seat aeroplane in 1909, which Dragutin Novak, the
first Croatian pilot, used for his first flight. He constructed and invented many other products
and devices, and held a total of 80 patents.
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Among his patented inventions were:






a hot water bottle—his first patented invention, the "Termofor"
a type of bluing detergent
a rail-car brake
an anode battery

He also founded another company called the Elevator Chemical Manufacturing Company,
which produced various chemicals such as detergents, sealing wax, and "Radium Vinovica",
a patent-medicine–like product that was billed as curing rheumatism.
Penkala died in Zagreb at the age of 50, after catching pneumonia on a business trip. He was
buried at the Mirogoj Cemetery.[5]

Slavoljub Penkala in 1920
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Brands:

Aurora

Model:

2 cart

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Black
Gold
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Goldplated box with cartridge and orginal penbox
Cartridge
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Aurora Pen History

Aurora, an Italian story
It was in 1919, the year the treaty of Versailles was signed. In an Italy marked by a post-war crisis, but
bubbling with great hopes for recovery, the first steps down a long road were taken with the birth of Aurora,
and the creation of the first true Italianfountain pen. A rich textile merchant, founder of the Torino company
of the same name, saw the crystallization of a dream he had long meditated and planned.
In that year, the success enjoyed by the mythical Aurora pen coincided with a new historic direction. Italy
woke up to the first rays of a sun was destined not to set, whileAurora became the name of a company
destined for success.
From those very first years the company showed that it was able to produce writing instruments with
inimitable allure and refinement. A unique style which, following the evolution of taste, yesterday as today,
brought together experience, technique, precious materials and artisan skill and refinement.
Having earned the appreciation of admirers round the world, the trademark represented forms and
materials which, from the beginning, were tangible examples of the most refined made in Italy products.
Aurora was simply ahead of the field in succeeding in combining artistic tradition and Italian design in the
production of writing instruments.
Each model, studied and produced with passion and indisputable ability, represents a new step forward in
the history of the company, which has always been oriented towards research at the highest standards of
luxury and quality.
Every Aurora product has a story to tell, an Italian story, a story of modernity and tradition.
Head offices replete with history:
Founded in the company's historic offices, in via della Basilica 9, in the heart of Torino, and destroyed by
the 1943 bombardments, Aurora moved its headquarters, in the post-war period, to the northern suburbs of
the city, in the Abbadia di Stura area, just behind the cloister and church which, since roman times,
provided hospitality for monks, men of culture and pilgrims, constituting a leading centre of cultural and
spiritual life.
In the shadow of this historic monument, in the evocative building that hosts senior management and
general offices, business is carried out today with more than fifty countries round the world.
Here, through the production of objects enjoying a unique beauty, third millennium Aurora wishes to
continue to be an interpreter of good taste, technological innovation and all the style that has marked the
history of Italian taste, customs and design.

Thanks to the cooperation with Turismo Torino you can book your visit in Aurora. For further information
please visit:http://www.turismotorino.org/industrial_tourism
Alongside Aurora's production facilities lies the old Stura Abbey, an evocative location for thought and
prayer. It was built here, along the road that linked Torino with Pavia, by the command of the Torino
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jurisconsult, Pietro Podisio, who, in 1146, assigned the property to the Abbot, Vitale di Vallombrosa.
Constructed with the intention of building a "hospital" for "Christians affected by any illness", respecting the
classic structure of Cistercian edifices, the Abbey comprises a church surrounded by a group of cloisters,
accommodation for travellers and capitular rooms.
Over the centuries the complex was a hive of intense activity linked to the surrounding environment:
hospitality for travellers, treatment of the sick, using specific medicinal herbs cultivated by the monks,
control of the Stura ferry, land reclamation
The Abbey still conserves the remains of a "canonical" type sundial, perhaps dating from the XVI century,
very rare in Italy, and probably unique in Piedmont. It marked the hours of prayer into which each day of the
religious community was divided.
The entire old structure has undergone considerable changes and transformations over the years, while
continuing to conserve its role as a symbol for the citizens of Torino. Its strong character, protective aura
and its energy have always permeated the Aurora head offices.
Aurora, a choice of value
For almost one hundred years the name of Aurora has been synonymous with high quality, good taste
and fine Italian
craftsmanship.
The first fountain pen produced in 1919, today considered a cult object, was also the first in a long series
of successes linked not only to its classic design but also to values which Aurora communicates, such as
knowing how to dedicate time to the things that truly count, to thoughts, feelings, beauty and culture.
Values which have no fear of time, just like the lines and precious materials that characterise the production
of the historic Torino company.
An Aurora

pen is

much

more

than

simply an instrument to write with,

it

is

a

way of

life.

The constant tension between modernity and tradition infuses, within the forms of an Aurora pen, all the
philosophy of a company that is awash with history but which has at the same time always demonstrated
that
it
knows
how
to
look
to
the
future.
Every pen is a fixed point, a reference for future generations. An object dedicated to those who know how
to love time and are its masters.
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Brands:

Chilton Pen

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Black
Black
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Boston, USA
Pneumatic pen
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Chilton pens
What's the best way to fill a fountain pen? Many manufacturers have
made many attempts to answer this question over the past century or
more, but for my money we have one of the worthiest claims before us on
this page: the Chilton Pneumatic Filler.
The Chilton company was founded by Seth Chilton Crocker, the son of
another famous pen pioneer, Seth Sears Crocker. The elder Crocker began
making pens under the Crocker name in about 1902; these were all selffillers of the "blow filler" type (later, Crocker would adopt the "hatchet
filler," a take on the lever filler principle that was apparently sufficiently
removed from Sheaffer'spatent to keep the company out of legal trouble).
Seth S. Crocker left the pen business in about 1920, although the Crocker
company itself continued on for some years.
The younger Crocker set up shop under his middle name in Boston in
about 1924; his pens used a new "pneumatic" (positive pressure) filling
system technically related to his father's famous blow fillers (we'll get to
that filler in a moment). Chilton began making pens from celluloid plastic
in 1926, and this resulted in more colorful pens like the black-and-pearl
example shown here (the barrel is slightly discolored compared to the cap,
showing the effects of "amberizing," or chemical reaction between the
celluloid and sulfur given off by the rubber sac). In the latter 1920s,
Chilton moved operations from Boston to Long Island. In 1934, the
prettiest of the Chiltons appeared; the Wing Flow was named for its new
point, which was crimped onto the feed so that it would never go out of
alignment. The most characteristic finish for Wing Flow pens was solidcolor plastic with small strip inlays in Deco patterns (the pens also were
offered in marbled colors). Unfortunately, despite the beauty, quality, and
effectiveness of their pens, Chilton's sales did not generate enough return,
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and the company was out of business by 1940; their demise is often
attributed to the fact that they did not seek national markets for their
pens, which were distributed mainly in the northeastern U.S. (it didn't
help that Chilton released its best models in the teeth of a raging business
depression). This is a shame, since with the proper promotion and
backing, these high-quality pens could well have rewritten the history of
the pen business.
Chilton's two innovations, the pneumatic filler and the Wing Flow point,
survived for other makers to exploit; the Sheaffer Touchdown filler is
really an adaptation of the later "mark II" Chilton pneumatic design, and
remained in production from 1950 to the mid-70s (and was revived briefly
in the mid-1990s on some models of the Sheaffer Legacy). Echoes of the
Wing Flow point can also be found in the tubular points on Sheaffer
Triumph-point pens and Parker51s (et. al.), while the crimped-on points
of the Parker VP and 75 pens are a more direct crib.
The initial "mark I" version of the Chilton Pneumatic filler consists of a
conventional section (with large sac attached) that screws into a metal
tube (called the "inner barrel"). An "outer barrel" of hard rubber (or, as in
this example, celluloid) is fitted over the inner barrel, and the air gap
between the two barrels is sealed by wax-coated twine wound around the
inner barrel. The outer barrel has a biggish hole drilled and chamfered
through its very end. To fill the pen, you simply pull back on the outer
barrel (it is not locked down), immerse the point in ink, place your finger
over the hole in the outer barrel, and push down smartly. This creates a
sharp pressure surge inside the inner barrel that deflates the sac and
forces out its contents; at the end of the stroke, when the pressure inside
the pen equalizes, the sac expands and takes in fresh ink.
Later, Chilton modified this design ("mark II") so that the outer barrel was
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fixed to the section and the inner barrel connected to a blind cap with a
hole punched in its end; this design is found on later Chiltons (including
the Wing Flow models), and it allowed the barrel threads to be moved
forward allowing the caps to be shorter (smaller pens of the "mark I"
design often had disproportionately long caps).
It's hard to tell how well the Chilton's filler does its work when the pen is
dry (you can't hear the "whoosh" you sometimes get from more tightlysealed Sheaffer pneumatic pens), but the proof is in the filling; the
performance is all the more impressive when you realize that the Chilton
utterly lacks polymer o-rings, silicone, or other "space age" technology for
sealing the barrel. Also, since the barrel doesn't have to contain the
springs, levers, or other doo-dads associated with mechanical sac fillers,
there's more room for the sac; the Chilton takes full advantage, and holds
much more ink than other sac-fillers of comparable size. Best of all, the
Chiltons are among the easiest pens to re-sac; the section can simply be
unscrewed from the inner barrel with none of the trauma associated with
forcing out press-fit sections or screwing sections back in around pressure
bars.
If you prefer, the Chilton can also be operated as a Crocker-style blowfiller: put the pen in the ink, put your mouth over the back of the pen, and
blow in sharply to collapse the sac (this technique is good for getting at
the last few drops in an ink bottle, a situation in which operating the outer
barrel may be a bit awkward).
Although the design is very simple, the Chilton is by no means an inferior
pen; it is made with a greater degree of precision and care than most
other pens of its time. Chilton simply didn't add "features" where none
were needed; for example, the outer barrel does not lock down on this
pen, but it doesn't really have to; even should it slide a bit during use, the
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big breather hole keeps the inside pressure constant so there won't be
any flooding or skipping from the point. The cap threads clench the outer
barrel, so that the pen is held closed while it is in your pocket. The clip is
an "s-shaped" strip of metal fished into the cap through a slot and held in
place by the inner cap (a common design of the day which, while not
technically adventurous, assures that the clip can attach to thick pockets
without springing or popping out). Despite the metal inner barrel, Chilton
pens are quite light, not appreciably heavier than other pens of the
period.
While some writers have complained of the Chilton's "dull design," these
pens were at least as handsome as any that were made at the time; the
inlaid Wing Flow models were particularly elegant and subtle compared to
other "Deco" pens of the period. Chilton's plastic work was top-notch, and
the points and feeds were of high quality.
The Verdict
Although their simple design and quality construction has helped Chiltons
stand the test of time pretty well, so few of them were ever made (thanks
to limited distribution) that they are quite rare today, and have their own
particular sub-cult among collectors. The Wing-Flow Deco models, in
particular, are highly sought after (and in consequence highly-priced).
Chilton pens are very easy to re-sac, although more extensive rebuilding
(like replacement of the packing twine that closes the air gap between
inner and outer barrels) are jobs best tackled by a specialist restorer.
Cracks or holes in the outer barrel (other than those placed by the factory)
can cripple the effectiveness of the Pneumatic filler.
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Brands:

A.W. Faber Castell / Osmia

Model:

963

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Brown /Black
Brown /Black
Gold
Ca 1954
Size:
X
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M

Piston filling
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History
Osmia was founded in 1919 by Hermann Böhler under the name of Böhler
und Cie, in Dossenheim, near Heidelberg. Böhler, as many others of his
colleagues who made a similar choice, leftKaweco to create a new
company with his brother Georg, leveraging the expertise gained in this
field inside Kaweco during the years in which that company
acquired Morton to realize a production of gold nibs.
The initial Osmia production consisted primarily of mechanical pencils and
hard rubber safety pens. The Osmia logo was a diamond placed inside a
circle. It has been reported[1] that the first version of the logo consisted in
a convex Greek cross, given the similarity with its own logo Osmia was
brought to court by Montblanc, that required a very high compensation
and the complete destruction of the entire production. That would have
destroyed the company, but the case was resolved with an agreement and
Böhler had to change the symbol transforming the cross in a diamond.
The company name, Osmia, derived from a special metal alloy,
called Osmiumalloy for which the Böhler brothers obtained the use thanks
to a patent of the Heraeus company in Hanau,[2] The Osmiumalloy was
used widely for the tips of the Osmia nibs, and the alloy, though much
more expensive, had a much higher quality respect to natural iridium then
available in Germany (which contained many impurities that it favoured
wear), and allowed the company to provide a lifetime warranty on their
pens.
Osmia had a great initial success, becoming in a short time the second
largest producer of pens in the country, so that a plant was specially
created to produce pens. In the late '20s however sales had slowed and
margins were weak, so the company went into financial troubles. In this
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period Parker, who was trying to expand its business into Europe, began
to take an interest in Osmia which was acquired (or with whom took an
interest, sources are unclear) in 1928. In this period the company
produced the Duofold for the European market, characterized by the
imprint Parker - Osmia A. G. Heidelberg.
During the same period the company continued to produce under
the Osmia brand, with mottled hard rubber safety pens, lever filler pens
and mechanical pencils, which remained the original logo on the cap.
Around 1930, Parker withdrew because the sales of Duofold did not have
a great success because of a price too high for the German market, and a
too rigid nib. The activity went on (or was given) to Osmia Gmbh, again
under the direction of the Böhler brothers. It was launched a new line,
the Osmia Supra, similar to the Duofold, with an improved button filler,
and a brass enameled logo on top of the cap.
In 1932, facing financial difficulties for the return of investment to
the Parker, the nib factory was sold to Degussa. In 1933 the pen style was
amended to follow the streamlined trend also used by Duofold of the
same time. Were also launched other models: the Luxus line, a torpedoshaped piston filler, and the theOsmia Progress, with a filling system
similar to the Vacumatic one. Despite the financial troubles due to end of
the cooperation with Parker, Osmia got a good selling success.
Since 1935 the company was gradually acquired by Faber-Castell, even if
the final sale of all ownership was made only in 1951. The fountain pens
took the inscription A. W. Faber-Castell Dossenheim but nevertheless the
continued to bear the Osmia brand and logo, which was well known and
respected, until the '60s. In 1938 Hermann Böhler resigned from Osmia to
found in Dossenheim another company with its name that produced pens
and automatic pencils.
Most of the production of Faber-Castell fountain pens was however done
with Osmia trademark. In 1935 were introduced several models with
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different filling systems. Using the piston filler were: the Supra Luxus in
chiseled black celluloid, produced in the 42, 44 and 46 measures,
the Supra in the black or blue or silver or gold colors, with a black crossstriped transparent section produced in the 72, 74, 76, and 78 measures,
the Osmia similar to the Supra but only in black celluloid and in 62, 64, 66
measures, and the Osmia, black, in 54, 55 and 56 measures.
Using a membrane filling system were the Supra Progress in plain colors
(black, green, red, gray, blue, silver and gold) and 192, 193, 194 and 196
measures, and the Progress in the 92, 93, 94 and 96 measures. Finally
using the button filler the Brilliant produced in black, gold, red and green
and 232, 126, 127 and 128 measures.
In the late '30s, because of World War II, like all other German
manufacturers the company suffered major difficulties, but despite the
production was reduced for the call to arms of most of the employees, it
remained active. After the war, not having the facilities suffered significant
damage, production was resumed at full speed from 1946, proposing the
same models of before, but with only with a piston filler and with the
explicit endorsement (in addition to the Osmia brand and logo) of A. W.
Faber-Castell.
In the '50s Osmia introduced a series of new models like the Supra 880, in
three sizes (2, 3 and 4) in black, with a band on the cap and an ink level
indicator, the Supra 666 in four sizes (1, 2, 3 and 4), in black, gray and
pearl and red and pearl colors, with rings ont the cap and gold and steel
nibs, the Osmia 744 in black plastic, designed to make carbon copies, and
the Osmia 52 for the student market.
Starting from 1955 were introduced two more streamlined models: the
most prestigious, which were intended to compete with
the Montblanc 146 and 149, were 446 and 448, with three ring and the
logo engraved on the cap, bicolored gold nib and a straight clip. To these
followed the mid-range models 882, 883 and 884, in black or green
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stripes, a band on the cap and a beak clip.
In the early '60s the Osmia trademark was no longer used; a number of
hooded nib plastic models were introduced, they were thinner than
previous one and marked A. W. Faber-Castell, with a transparent section
for ink level view. The luxury line was called 66, with body in black, red,
blue or green plastic, rolled gold cap and gold nib, the mid range models
were called Faber-Castell Progress and produced in three versions: the 77S
in plastic with a steel nib, the 55S with silver cap, plastic body and steel
nib, the 55G with gold nib. It was also produced a student model called
54VT, because the Vest Tank, with a secondary reservoir usable through a
valve.
In the late '60s, as for most of the other fountain pens producers, having
also completely erased a prestigious brand that enjoyed a wide popularity,
sales had an irreversible decline, holding only partially for the students
pens. In 1975, during a corporation restructuration, FaberCastell completely eliminated the entire field of fountain pens production,
resuming today, with the return of interest for this popular writing tool.
In the early '60s Faber-Castell ceased to use the Osmia trademark, starting
to a production of cheap models for the scholastic market marked only by
its brand name, with a drastic reduction in sales, accentuated even more
by having removed from the market a prestigious brand.
1919 Birth of Osmia as Böhler und Cie
1928 Parker acquire Osmia for European production
1930 Parker resell Osmia that become Osmia Gmbh.
1935 Faber-Castell acquire Osmia
1935 Osmia introduces Supra Luxus, Supra, Osmia, Osmia Brilliant piston filler models
1935 Osmia introduces Supra Progress and Progress models and Brilliant button filler model
1951 Faber-Castell officially include Osmia
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Brands:

National Pen

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Red marble
Red marble
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Chicago. USA
Lever Filler
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National Pen
313 S Peoria St. Chicago Ill. - A prolific pen manufacturer of medium to
high grade fountain pens. National Pen Company used many different
names. It has been said if you ordered 100 pens they would put any name
you wanted on them. I believe they also bought up other pen companies for
their names and/or machinery.
They probably made more oversize flattop pens than any other company. In
1934 they owned the trademarks Lincoln, Gold Medal and Gold Crown
[and probably more].
They probably originated from the CE Barrett company which was at that
address in the 1920’s. Gold Bond was one of their higher quality pens.
Gold Medal was possibly sold to Parker or made pens with Parker patents
later in the late 30’s. The Lincoln pens were earlier than most of the other
pens they produced and came in hard rubber. The Good Service oversize
flattops were also made by them.
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Brands:

Moore Pen Co

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Gray / Brown
Gray / Brown
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Boston. USA
Lever Filler
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The Moore Pen Company
The Moore Pen Company was based in Boston, Massachusetts, and
made high quality fountain pens until the mid-1950s. The company
began in 1899 as the American Fountain Pen Company with an
excellent black hard rubber safety pen they made for nearly 30
years, known as the "Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pen." The
idea for the Moore safety came from a musician, Morris W. Moore,
but he wasn't really a businessman or capitalist. His idea was
developed by W.F. Cushman, an optical salesman, who worked
with W.F. Cushing, a Boston stationer, to create the American
Fountain Pen Company. Their safety pen came in a variety of sizes,
some with gold bands for ornamentation. The company changed
their name in 1917 to the Moore Pen Company. In 1918, they
began to make hard rubber lever fillers. These eventually included
the gorgeous and nicely decorated Tuscan models, shown below.
Moore tried to compete with the the "Big Four" pen makers,
although they were rarely in the same volume league. Their first
plastic pens appeared in 1927. Their pens were rarely original,
although well executed, and only with the Fingertip Model (19461950) did they make a leap into truly creative design.
Unfortunately, this futuristic looking pen never reached a mass
market, and the last years of the Moore Company were spent
making mediocre aerometric fillers (the "Moore Specialist"). The
company gave up pen manufacturing in 1956.
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Brands:

Conklin Pen Co

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Green striped
Green striped
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M

Chicago. USA
Lever Filler
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The Conklin Pen Company was established in 1898 and is regarded as one of the most significant and innovative
manufactures from the golden era of fountain pens. Having produced such models as the Crescent Filler (Mark
Twain's [Samuel Clemens] pen of choice), Endura, Nozac and Glider, Conklin fountain pens are valued by collectors
and admired by pen enthusiasts throughout the world.
The Conklin Pen Co. continues this tradition of innovation and excellence by offering unique limited edition and
regular edition writing instruments of the highest quality. Based on the original designs of earlier models, all
Conklin pens are manufactured by artisans dedicated to producing writing instruments worthy of their legendary
name. Available at exclusive dealers worldwide.
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Brands:

Burnham

Model:

Nr 65

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Burgundy / black marble
Burgundy / black marble
Gold
Ca 1935
Size:
X
Carat:
14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

London. England
Button Filler
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Burnham Historik
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Brands:

De La Rue & Co / Onoto Pen Co

Model:

The Express Stylograph or Fluid Pencil

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Black
Black

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

London. England
Filling with pipett
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History
The De La Rue activities were started in 1813 by Thomas De la Rue in Guernsey in France,
with the printing of the newspaper Le Miroir Politique. Three years later Thomas De la
Rue moved to England and since 1821 began to operate as a printer in the manufacture of
office equipment. The initial success of the company is however due to the creation of an
efficient method for printing playing cards (up to then hand-painted) that constituted the early
fortunes of the company, and its reputation as the creator of English playing card.
But the real success came entering the market for the stamps and paper money production,
which occurred with the experience gained in the production of playing cards. This made the
company one of the most important British industries. Although commercial success has taken
place much later, De La Ruepresence in the writing objects market dates from the late '800,
when, in 1881, they introduced the Anti-Stylograph pen , a first model of fountain pen, albeit
primitive. Following other models were produced, as the Swift of 1884, distributed for more
than 10 years, or the Pelican of 1895, another pen with a reservoir and eyedropper filled (but
the american patent, nº US-466950, dates to 1891), and further models always having a tank
valve, such as the Onostyle or theUmpire.
But the first modern fountain pen branded Onoto was born in 1905. At that time Evelyn Andros
De La Rue, great-grandson of the founder, who had a passion for inventions, was striving to
build a fountain pen that was actually functional, and had already filed several patents for a
primitive plunger filler.[1] But his pen was defective and required to be loaded a repeated
pressure of the piston, whith a complex mechanism. During the same period George
Sweetser made a pen based on the same principle but with an improved
mechanism,[2] substantially identical to the present one. George Sweetser showed his
invention to Evelyn De La Rue who bought it immediately, and managed to convince his
father Thomas Andros De La Rue, who was in the board of directors, about the validity of the
investment, so that in 1905 was started a fountain pen production.
The new pen was called simply Onoto. That name origin is uncertain and there are different
theories. Some people date it back to Tokusaburo Ono, a Japanese watch manufacturer
whose projects were used for the previous Onostyle pen, some others say it was chosen for
its simplicity and because it is easy pronounced and with the same sound in many different
languages. The financial strength of the company allowed a big launch of the new brand, and
the new fountain pen was a huge success, so that in a short time was called: Onoto The Pen.
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Earliest Onoto pen were made in black chased hard rubber, with overfeed nibs and produced
in two sizes, the N and the O which later were called 3000 and2000. The early models were
produced in different colors and materials: to black chased hard rubber were added models
in red/black marbled hard rubber, in red chased hard rubber, and also models overlay models
in silver or gold, decorated with filigree or engine turned; their prices ranged from half to 5
guineas. The N model remained in production for over 30 years until 1939, with little changes
apart from the replacement of the original overfeed nib with an ordinary one.
Given the pen success it was marketed also in France and in 1909 a branch was open in New
York. But despite these fountain pen being much better from the technical point of view than
the american competing models, the De La Rue did not make significant efforts to publicize its
products in the high competitive U.S. market, not having a significant success. In the same
year are cited some new models named Empire, Elfin and Express.
In 1911 De La Rue lost the state contract for the production of stamps and underwent an
internal restructuring to become a limited liability company owned byThomas Andros and his
sons, in 1915, Evelyn De La Rue resigned and the company remained in the hands of his
brother Andros Stuart who did not have a significant interest in the production of fountain
pens. The company suffered a drop in sales, which led in 1921 to restructure itself as a limited
company, with the property that was essentially sold to a consortium of three other major
companies.
In those years however production continued without significant changes, the company had in
fact a functional and efficient fountain pen, and saw no reason to make changes.
However marbled hard rubber was introduced (1913?). In a 1913 catalog are cited
the Hermit (a safety) and Pentago models, where theValvless model is in 1915.
The overfeed nib was replaced by an ordinary nib in 1921, when it was also introduced the Ink
Pencil, a plunger filler stylographic model.
In the '20s there were several innovations, hounded by competition Onoto began to
produce lever filler models, the 7000 and 8000. The introduction date of these models is
uncertain and various sources report either the 1922, 1923 or 1924.[3] In 1924 was also
produced the Mammoth 1800 model, a pen with a large number 8 nib, and the following year
the Princess Mary a model made in blue colored hard rubber. The company continued to
resist the trends and innovations, as well as the introduction of celluloid is quite late; even in
this case are given different dates,[4] the 1926 or 1928.
In 1927 production was moved to Strathendry, Scotland, in the Leslie village in Fifeshire,
Lambrou cites the move as a counter to the claims brought forward by the unions at the site of
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Burnhill Row in London. The move included the dismissal of all those who not wanted to
transfer, but not proved very effective because of the presence of a dismissed at the
shareholders meeting, which brought in around a month all transferred employees to apply for
membership to trade unions. On the company website you will find a different story, in which
thirty of the most capable workers agreed to move from London, with the company that took
charge of finding them a home.
In the '30s the company continued doing its production from Strathendry, which began in 1928
with the De La Rue Pen model, a celluloid pen, made in different colors like black, blue
marbled, green and red. There were also produced lower price pens as
the Swift and Everybody's Pen. In 1935, following the trend introduced by Vacumatic for
transparent pens that lets you view the ink level, Onoto the introduced Visible-ink model.
But the company most significant model was introduced in 1937, when Onoto launched
the Magna, a large pen like the previous Mammoth, with a two-color nib, the three rings ont
the cap, produced in a new translucent celluloid created with a very complex process, in the
black chiseled, green/brown and silver/gold colors. These pens were joined by other smaller
models called Minor and Dainty. WWII however weighed negatively on the diffusion of the new
pen, with the production that was soon converted to armaments to support the war effort.
After the war production resumed at full speed only since 1947 with the reintroduction of a
new Magna series, some of which were lever filler. In the same period were also introduced a
new set of pearly marbled pens. But at that rime the company had lost all its innovation
capacity, and continued to produce economic lever filler pens substantially following market
trends with the Onoto Penmaster an hooded nib pen with metal cap. They also went in the
ballpen market.
Like happened with other big producers, competition from disposable ballpoint dealt a mortal
blow to the company, the latest significant product was the Onoto K of 1955, a piston filler pen
with hooded nib, visible tank and friction cap, produced in different versions. In 1958 pens
production by the De La Rue finally ceased with the closing of the Strathendry factory
occurred February 27, 1958. The production however continued for some years, until 1963, in
Australia, where theBacker Norman and the Longhurst Pty Ltd. who
managed Onoto distribution for 32 years, took over the brand. Like many other historic brands
also Onoto was brought back to light in recent times for the production of modern fountan
pens.
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Year

Event

1813

Thomas De la Rue starts his activities in Guernsey

1881

Introduced the Anti-Stylograph, a primitive fountain pen

1905

Introduced the first pen with the Onoto brand name

1909

Opened a branch in New York

1913?

Introduced mottled hard rubber, named Antique

1915

Introduced the Valvless model

1921?

Introduced a normal nib instead of the oferfeed nib.

1921

Introduced the Ink Pencil a stilographic model

1922

Introduced the Receder, a safety model (or 1921?) (or 1921?)

1924

Introduced its first lever filler models (1922 or 1923?)

1924

Introduced the Mammout 1800 model with n. 8 nib

1925

Introduced the Princess Mary in blue hard rubber

1927

Production is transferred to Strathendry in the Fifeshire, Scotland.

1928

Introduced celluloid on the production lines (or 1926?)

1935

Introduced the visible ink models in transparent celluloid

1937

Introduced the Magna, Minor and Dainty models

1955

Introduced the Onoto K model

1958

Ceased operations in England, activities are selled to Australian reseller

1963

Ceased operations also in Australia
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Brands:

Orthos (Lamy)

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Green marble
Green Marble
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Orthos-Arthus-Lamy
Button Filler
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Orthos / Arthus / Lamy Historik
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Brands:

Mabie Todd Swan

Model:

Self-Filling 130

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Black
Black
Gold
Ca 1924
X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M

Lever Filler
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History
Circa 1845, Henry Todd and John Mabie combined their businesses for the
manufacture of pen holders, pencil cases and the other related products.
In 1854 John Mabie patents a unique pencil telescoping mechanism which
becomes the state of the art design within the industry. Not long after this
point, George W. Mabie joined the firm.
In 1873 J. S. Bard merged his business into the firm which is renamed
Mabie, Todd & Bard. This firm becomes the producer of many of the most
elegant and most collectible dip pen holders, dip pen nibs and dip
pen/pencil combinations.
Around 1878, one William Stewart joins the firm, and Mabie, Todd & Bard
begins its production of fountain pens. Over the next 25 years Stewart
contributes at least 20 US Patents for dip pens, fountain pens and related
items. The firm utilised its extraordinary skills, craftsmanship and state of
the art production facilities to decorate fountain pen cases.
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About 1884 the firm begins sales of its products in England. About this
same time the “Swan” pen trademark is first adopted. Whether these two
events are related remains to be discovered. However given all this,
Mabie, Todd & Bard continues to produce extraordinary pens but fail to
adopt the national advertising strategies of its major competitors such as
Wirt and Waterman.
In 1906, J. S. Bard withdraws from the business and the firm is renamed
Mabie, Todd & Co. In 1909 production of pens is begun in England and the
trademark “Swan, the pen of the British Empire” comes into use.
Eventually, “Swan” becomes another word for ‘pen’ in the popular
lexicon. In 1915, the UK principles of the firm marketing Swan pens in
England, Europe and the British Empire acquire full rights and title to the
UK business and assets. While the UK business grows and prospers,
Mabie, Todd & Co.’s US business begins a decline.
In 1910, Mabie, Todd & Co. began production of a well designed pen with
a special safety screw cap and with a machined hard rubber ‘ladder’ feed.
Development also began on a variety of pocket clip designs, several of
which saw production. Soon experiments begin with various mechanisms
for self filling pens. A lever filling system was Patented in 1916. However, a
special pen for use by military personnel was developed for use during
World War One. This pen was an eyedropper filler but had a compartment
in the end of the barrel to hold ink tablets. A tablet could be dropped into
the end of the barrel and then the pen filled with water to make instant
ink.
Around 1923, the firm began production of its line of “Eternal” pens.
These featured a lifetime warranty to match those of the American
competition, were lever fillers, and were very solid and well made pens. In
1927, plastic versions of the “Eternal” pens were offered, in several
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attractive colours. In 1932, Swan began marketing a “leverless” pen which
utilised a cam filling device. Twisting a blind cap on the end of the barrel
activated a pressure bar for filling. In 1936, a “Visofil” line with a visible ink
supply was launched in order to meet competition.
The Great Depression so depressed the fountain pen business that the
American production of Mabie, Todd & Co. were suspended. Although the
date is uncertain, eventually the American branch went out of business
and it is presumed that its assets were liquidated.
Meanwhile, the UK company continued to grow and prosper. New
facilities were opened including a gold pen making factory in Birmingham
and new headquarters in Sunderland House, London. This prosperity was
short lived. Events of World War Two were devastating to the company.
Its headquarters and its principal manufacturing facilities were destroyed
in the bombing.
In 1946 pen production resumed in new facilities in Park Royal. Post war
pens resembled the pre-war versions but seemed to be of lesser quality.
In 1948 the company made a public offering of its shares in order to raise
capital but the results were disappointing. Biro purchased a controlling
block of the shares in 1952 and renamed the firm Biro-Swan. New models
were introduced as were ball pens of Biro design but the post war decline
in fountain pen sales everywhere doomed the enterprise and Biro-Swan
was closed about 1960.
All Mabie, Todd, Mabie, Todd & Bard, and Mabie, Todd & Co. dip pens,
gold dip pen nibs, pen holders, propelling pencils, and pen/pencil
combinations are collectible. Likewise, all of the early Mabie, Todd and
Swan eyedropper and self filling pens are avidly sought as are the larger
and more colourful models from the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s and 1950s. Swan
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used many other names for lesser quality models but even those marked
Blackbird, Swallow, Jackdaw, etc., and stylographic pens made under the
names Cygnet, LongShort, Memo, etc., are also collectible. Propelling
pencils were made under the names FynePoint, Mabie Magazine, etc., and
are most often collected when they are of a very early style or when they
form sets with fountain pens.
The range of styles and decorations of Mabie, Todd eyedropper filled pens
is very broad. Gold filled, Sterling, and solid gold examples exist of several
extremely highly decorated holders show true jewel like designs. Mabie,
Todd seemed to make more of the etching technique than most
competitors.
Around 1915 Swan sought to solve the problem of determining the
quantity of ink remaining in a pen by mounting small glass windows or
portholes in the side of the barrel. These models were called by the name
InkSight. When dirty or filled with dried ink they need to be closely
examined to tell them from solid hard rubber examples. Swan also made
several different models of desk pens with caps. These are quite long with
a tapering end to the barrel and exist in both eyedropper and lever filling
versions. Like other companies, Swan made fountain pen/pencil
combinations during the Great Depression which are sometimes found
together with the many, many inexpensive versions of this style pens
Reproduced from a PenBid article by L. Michael Fultz
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Brands:

Mabie Todd Swan

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Gold
Gold
Gold
1921-29
Size:
Carat:

X
Exelent
From New York
Lever Fillers

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

M
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Brands:

Morrison´s

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

1/40-14k
1/40-14k
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

XF

New York
Lever Filler
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Morrison Fountain Pens
Morrison Fountain Pen Company

1547 Broadway
79 5th Ave.
NYC
Morrison was a pen company that made some great pens [and some not
so great ones]. Their flattop and overlay pens of the 1920s were of good
quality. Morrison did make the mistake of resisting the change-over to
celluloid pens. Their filigree and overlay pens are almost identical to the
ones sold by Diamond Point and Kritzler. They made some nice oversize
pens in hard rubber and then celluloid. These pens resemble other pens of
the same period and Morrison never made anything exceptional or truly
unique.
Their military pen of the 1940s was named "The Patriot" and had the logo
of the branches of the US armed forces applied to the angled top of the
cap. These pens had a inferior suction style filling system that is very
difficult to repair. They claimed that the all plastic filler was necessary
because of the war effort.
The most common problem found on Morrison pens is a loose clip. While
they appear to be riveted they are in fact held on by 2 small nails pushed
through the clip and bent over inside the cap by the insertion of the inner
cap. Most of their pens of the 20s and 30s have these "riveted" clips,
although there are some with "Z" style clips.
After WWII they seemed to settle into making some low end fountain
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pens and continued up to the 1950s. They also sold pens under the
"Union" and "Roxy" names. The Union pens seem to be from the 1920s +
30s and the Roxy seem to be from the 40s and 50s.
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Brands:

Magus

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

18k
18k
18k

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Lady fountain pen from Italy
Safety
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Magus Historik
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Brands:

Magus Set

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

18k rolled gold
18k rolled gold
18k rolled gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Lady fountain pen and pencil from Italy
Safety
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Brands:

Imperial

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

18k Rolled Gold
18k Rolled Gold
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Senior fountain pen from Italy, Small brands
Safety
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Imperial Historik
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Brands:

Imperial

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

18k Rolled Gold
18k Rolled Gold
Gold

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Lady fountain pen from Italy, Small brands
Safety
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Brands:

Waterman´s

Model:

Nr 42

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Ebonite
Ebonite

X

Size:
Carat:

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X

F

Safety
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Waterman ink pens was one of the "big four" U.S. ink penmakers, and the
earliest to find national and international success in the late 19th century.
Waterman ink pens was the undisputed leader of the pack in the years up
to 1920, but its failure to keep up with new technology and design caused
it perhaps to fall badly behind, and while the company continued to make
very fine ink pens up through the 1950s, it disappeared as a U.S. brand by
the end of that decade; however, the name lived on thanks to its former
French subsidiary, which remains one of the leading forces in the fine-ink
pen trade today.
The saga of Waterman ink pens starts with a wonderful story, much
beloved of collectors and Waterman ink pens publicists: New York
insurance salesman Lewis Edson Waterman presents a policy to a
prospective customer, and offers him a newfangled reservoir ink pen with
which to sign. The ink pen proceeds to let out a giant blob of ink on the
contract, whereupon the superstitious customer nixes the deal; this leads
Waterman to retreat to his brother's farm upstate, where he invents the
first practical fountain ink pen.
Unfortunately, although it has been widely reproduced in many standard
texts on fountain ink pens, there seems to be no evidence to support this
charming tale. Most likely it is simply another of the corporate-origin
myths that sprung up during these years, like the one about the crappy
Winton automobile leading an early customer to found his own car
company under his own name (Packard).
One can't really say that L.E. Waterman ink pens "invented" the fountain
ink pen; after all, most of the parts for the firm's early ink pens (including
the gold points) were purchased from outside suppliers, who presumably
weren't sitting around on their hands waiting for L.E. to get started.
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Indeed, one could already have chosen from a number of stylograph ink
pens, as well as split-pointed fountain ink pens in the 1870s (such as those
from the early and highly-regarded John Holland firm) when Waterman
ink pens was getting things off the ground.
What L.E. Waterman ink pens can take credit for, unquestionably, is the
three-channel feed. This part, which fit snugly under the point, was
carefully designed to balance minute hydrodynamic forces and allow for a
smooth exchange of air (going into the barrel) and ink (coming out of the
barrel). Later, Waterman ink pens made the feed larger and cut spoonlike channels into its underside; this "spoon feed" could buffer a bit of ink
in case of heavy flow, which reduced blotting. Waterman ink pens 's
earliest hand-made prototypes worked well enough to encourage him to
begin manufacturing and selling them on a small scale beginning in the
early 1880s. He was granted patents on his innovations (which also
included a process for machining decorative patterns, or "chasing", onto
hard rubber ink pen barrels) in 1883, and incorporated in 1888.
Thanks to heavy investment in magazine advertisements (what we would
nowadays call "branding"), Waterman ink pens was soon recognized
nationally and internationally as a leader in the young fountain ink pen
industry. Waterman ink pens 's globe trademark was no idle boast; the
company enjoyed a very large export trade, and by the 1920s had
subsidiaries that made and sold ink pens in Canada, France, and the U.K.
Even in countries where they weren't made (such as Italy), they were
often "souped up" with overlays and filigrees by local jewelrs. The
company's products earned a gold medal at the Paris Exposition in 1900
(which also saw the appearance of the first electric escalator) , a year
before L. E. Waterman ink pens 's death.
Waterman ink pens ink pens set the pace for ink penmakers up through
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World War I, and were therefore extensively copied, both directly and
indirectly, despite any number of patents on the Waterman ink pens
innovations. The Waterman ink pens lineup of the late 1910s included ink
pens in a variety of filling systems (including safeties and a few lingering
eyedroppers), many sizes and shapes, and trim options including gold and
silver overlays and filigrees. Waterman ink pens ink pens were pretty
much exclusively hard rubber in those years, but the company augmented
the normal solid blacks and reds with mottled or woodgrained mixtures of
the two, as well as a handful of blue-green- and olive-tinted woodgrained
finishes. Well-to-do buyers could have their ink pens fitted with preciousmetal overlays and filigrees.
The earliest Waterman ink pens ink pens were eyedropper fillers; most
were very long and slender, with tapered slip caps, matching the profile of
the typical dip ink pen of the period. In about 1907, Waterman ink pens
created an improved design known as a "safety ink pen;" it was still an
eyedropper filler, but was designed to eliminate the leaks to which
traditional eyedropper ink pens were prone. When not in use, the point of
the ink pen could be retracted into the barrel (much like a lipstick) and
sealed with a tightly-fitting cap.
Although Waterman ink pens did not invent the Safety Pen, its models
were the most visible and distinctive-looking with their beefy girth and
short caps. The Waterman ink pens safety was widely copied overseas and
safety ink pens remained in the catalogs of many makers (including
Waterman ink pens and Montblanc) until the 1940s. Safety ink pens
remain the only fountain ink pen that can be relied upon not to leak under
any conditions, including on board airliners (unless, of course, you tip one
over while the cap is off and the point retracted).
Spurred on by competitors like Sheaffer and Conklin, Waterman ink pens
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began to look for a reliable self-filling system in the early 1910s. They tried
several systems, including the "coin filler" (which used a coin-like token
inserted in a slot in the barrel to collapse the sac), but eventually settled
on the lever filler. To steer clear of Sheaffer's jealously-guarded patent on
the lever, Waterman ink pens redesigned its lever to fit into a "lever box"
inserted into a slot in the barrel (rather than being retained by a pin
through the barrel as in the Sheaffer design). Waterman ink pens stuck
with this system through the 1950s, with the exception of the clever but
mechanically troublesome Ink-Vue filler of the 1930s, and the later
cartridge fillers of the 1950s.
Perhaps Waterman ink pens early and great success in the industry made
them somewhat complacent; in any case, they were slow to respond to
the challenges made by its competitors during the 1920s. Waterman ink
pens delayed the switch to plastic, declined to offer streamlined ink pens
(until the Hundred Year model), and also was late augmenting its range
with junior or senior lines. Thus, Waterman ink pens slowly but surely lost
ground during the depression years of the 1930s. During this time,
Waterman ink pens offered the Patrician, one of the rarest and most
avidly-sought of midcentury U.S. ink pens (examples in good condition can
fetch $1,500 or more). The handsome and futuristic Hundred-Year models
from the 1930s and 40s are also very exink pensive and difficult to find (at
least to find intact, at any rate). New cartridge-filler designs kept the
company going during the 1950s, but by the end of the decade Waterman
ink pens 's time was up: its all-but-dormant Connecticut plant was finally
sold to BIC in 1959, forming the basis of that French firm's American
production facilities. All U.S. production of Waterman ink pens ink pens
was shut down forthwith.
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If the French were responsible for closing Waterman ink pens 's doors in
the U.S., they also deserve credit for the fact that the Waterman ink pens
name persists to this day as a leader in the industry. In 1926, a Waterman
ink pens rep by the name of Jules Fagard established a quasi-indeink
pendent French subsidiary called JiF-Waterman ink pens ; ten years later,
JiF-Waterman ink pens would invent the first practical disposable ink
cartridge (originally a glass capsule). JiF-Waterman ink pens entered the
post-World-War-II era in pretty good shape, thanks to astute management
by Fagard and his widow Elsa; when the parent company finally gave up
the ghost, the French subsidiary carried on the name with further
distinguished products such as the Gentleman and Le Man (the latter
being a sort of tribute to the old Waterman ink pens flat-tops of the
1910s). The company refuses to be trumped in the style department;
currently, they offer the large and glamorous Edson and the exotic
Serenité at the top of their full line, with the popular and reliable Phileas
at the lower end of the price scale. Modern Waterman ink pens ink pens
are known for fashionable design and excellent metal-and lacquer-work. If
the French were responsible for closing Waterman ink pens 's doors in the
U.S., they also deserve credit for the fact that the Waterman ink pens
name persists to this day as a leader in the industry. In 1926, a Waterman
ink pens rep by the name of Jules Fagard established a quasi-indeink
pendent French subsidiary called JiF-Waterman ink pens ; ten years later,
JiF-Waterman ink pens would invent the first practical disposable ink
cartridge (originally a glass capsule). JiF-Waterman ink pens entered the
post-World-War-II era in pretty good shape, thanks to astute management
by Fagard and his widow Elsa; when the parent company finally gave up
the ghost, the French subsidiary carried on the name with further
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distinguished products such as the Gentleman and Le Man (the latter
being a sort of tribute to the old Waterman ink pens flat-tops of the
1910s). The company refuses to be trumped in the style department;
currently, they offer the large and glamorous Edson and the exotic
Serenité at the top of their full line, with the popular and reliable Phileas
at the lower end of the price scale. Modern Waterman ink pens ink pens
are known for fashionable design and excellent metal-and lacquer-work.
JiF-Waterman ink pens doesn't seem to have been the first company to
use ink cartridges. Jonathan Steinberg's Fountain Pens mentions the very
early Eagle ink pen that used a refillable glass vial (although the idea here
was probably not to dispose of the vial when it was empty). Some other
manufacturers, like Camel (in the U.S.) and Aurora (in Italy) made ink pens
that could be filled with dry ink pellets to which you added simple tap
water; this at least meant that you didn't have to carry liquid ink around
with you.
During the 1990s, Waterman ink pens came back under American
ownership, first by the toiletries giant Gillette (which also
purchased Waterman ink pens perennial rival Parker ink pen), and later
by the Sanford conglomerate. Well-established in the fine-ink pen market
(particularly in Europe), Waterman ink pens shows no signs of slowing
down.
It's hard to see any relationship between the Waterman Hundred Year ink
pen and the company's products from as recently as five years before. The
Hundred Year made a clean break with the past, discarding the straight
lines and fuddy-duddy art deco detailing that had been Waterman ink
pens 's hallmark through the 1930s, and instead giving us a very modern
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and forward-looking design.
The Hundred Year was introduced in 1939, a year or two before the Parker
ink pen 51 and the Eversharp Skyline, two other very up-to-date designs
(Sheaffer had gradually teased and tweaked its minmalist Balance design
over the years, and hence did not require such revolutinary restyling,
although they did offer the Triumph point for the delectation of post-Deco
iconoclasts). The Hundred Year was made of translucent plastic in green,
blue, red, and black, and came in two sizes (with matching ink pencils
available as well). You can in fact see all the way through these ink pens in
a good light, although they're still a bit opaque to qualify as
"demonstrators" (and there isn't that much to see anyway, since these are
conventional lever-fill ink pens with black rubber sacs).
The ink pen was named for the hundred-year guarantee that Waterman
ink pens offered (responding at last to the white dots, blue diamonds and
double-checkmarks offered by its competitors); in 1942, the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission cracked down on these extravagant and hyperbolic
warranty schemes, and Waterman ink pens was obliged to redesign the
ink pen (to less spectacular effect) and to rename it the "Emblem."
Waterman ink pens chose a streamlined barrel design which, in the
earlier runs, had an unusual ribbed surface; together with the huge
tapered cap, this gives the ink pen its distinctive "Robbie the Robot"
appearance. The early full-size ink pens got a snappy belly band suitable
for engraving, while the smaller ones had the same motif for a cap band
(the red ink pen seen here has a slightly incorrect banded cap from a later
model). The clip is held in place by a decorative screw, which on some
models features the old Waterman ink pens globe trademark. The
traditional Waterman ink pens boxed lever gets a good freshening that
harmonizes with the ink pen's modern shape. Nor did Waterman ink pens
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spare the gold at the business end of the ink pen; Hundred Years have
impressively large and smooth points, even in the smaller-size ink pens.
Having to give up the hundred-year warranty was probably not altogether
bad for Waterman ink pens , since the intervening decades have not been
kind to these beautiful ink pens. One often finds deteriorated plastic that
has gone fuzzy, opaqe, and brittle; the clear barrel-ends on the full-size
models are often obliterated (some restorers can recast new ones). So,
expect to pay a fair amount if you find one in good shape, and be very
careful with it once you get it home, since it is one of the more fragile of
vintage plastic ink pens.
The Hundred Year and its derivatives are unfortunately among the last ink
pens made by U.S. Waterman ink pens to be of compelling interest to
collectors; although the company continued to make quality lever and
cartridge-fill ink pens throughout the 1950s, the U.S. operation was
eventually snapped up by Baron Bich and retooled for the manufacture of
his Bic stick-ink pens.
Had it remained in production today, the Waterman ink pens Hundred
Year would've fit right in with the current iMac-inspred rage for
transparently-encased appliances and funky 1940s contours, so it is no
great surprise that Waterman ink pens has recently nodded in its
direction with the Charleston series. These ink pens have the band, and a
bit of the ribbing, but they're a bit chubby, and not transparent in any
case. It just ain't the same, I tells ya.
The Verdict
The Hundred Year isn't the last good ink pen that the U.S. arm of
Waterman ink pens would ever make, but it is probably one of the last
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ones that collectors would elbow each other out of the way to buy (I know
this is true, it hapink pened to me one time!). It's rare due to limited sales
(compared to Sheaffers or Parker ink pens at the same price point) and to
its fragility. Examine any example you find very carefully for cracks or
other damage. If the ink pen is the standard size model, ask the seller
whether the barrel end is original or has been remanufactured (there's
nothing at all wrong with this, ethically speaking, so long as the job was
well done). If it needs work, even perhaps as little as a re-sacking, consider
letting a specialist handle it rather than trying to 'do it yourself' for the
very first time. If you get one of these in good original condition, consider
not including it in the daily rotation and keep it at home instead.
By the 1970s, many (but not all) luxury ink pens were made from metal
(specifically plated or lacquered brass). There are a couple of reasons, I
imagine, for why this hapink pened: for one thing, the term "plastic" had
become a perjorative term denoting cheapness, shallowness, or insincerity
(as in Frank Zappa's "Plastic People, whoa baby, now you're such a drag,"
or The Graduate's "One word...plastics."), so some makers were often
understandably leery of asking $100 or more for a ink pen made from the
p-stuff. Furthermore, metal ink pens were all but breakproof, and could be
given lots of different decorator finishes with which to enhance the line;
they were also usually less labor-intensive to make (if not to finish) than
were the old hand-turned resins (but not the new cast synthetics, but
there we are with plastic again).
In any case, Waterman ink pens brought out a new top-line model in
about 1974 called the Gentleman. This ink pen was made entirely from
brass (even in the matching section), and carried mainly very fine lacquer
finishes, like the subtle dark red in the example pictured above. This finish
is quite resplendent under sunlight or incandescent lamps, but seems to
go rather dead under standard office fluorescent tubes (which is a bit of a
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shame, since that's where most of us use our ink pens). Nevertheless, the
Gentleman helped to strengthen Waterman ink pens 's reputation in
metalwork and lacquer.
The Gentleman was kitted out with luxurious hallmarked gold-fill trim and
a handsome ribbed cap button with the looped-W trademark in gold
surrounded by lacquer matching the barrel. Harley Earl's V-clip is here,
carried over from the old C/F models, but given its own discreet hallmark
at the tip. This ink pen has a very solid feel, almost as though it were cast
rather than drawn from tube stock; the details are very well done, and it is
clear that Waterman ink pens made an absolute virtue from the necessity
of brass construction.
The ink pen has a nicely detailed 18k rigid point and writes well; I had a lot
of trouble with it for a long time, but eventually took the bull by the horns
and tore it down for a complete cleaning, after which it has become a fine
performer. By the time the Gentleman was first offered, Waterman ink
pens had abandoned its own proprietary C/F style cartridges (Waterman
ink pens was the first company to make a successful disposable-cartridge
ink pen) in favor of the so-called "international" cartridges first used in
Montblanc ink pens of the 1960s. Waterman ink pens s of this and later
vintages can use either the short or long international cartridges. For
those (like me) who prefer to use a bottle, the cartridge can be replaced
by a piston converter of standard design.
Waterman ink pens Safety ink pens
The only kind of fountain ink pen widely available at the end of the 19th
century was what we now call the "eyedropper" ink pen. It was simply a
big empty vial that had a grip section (containing the point and feed)
screwed into its oink pen end. Eyedroppers wrote well enough, but had a
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serious "usability problem:" since they had to be oink pened each time
they were to be filled, they were susceptible to wear, rough handling,
exposure, and the general proink pensity of ink to go where it isn't
wanted. In other words, they leaked. Even eyedropper ink pens in good
repair can be very messy to fill.
Self-filling ink pens with sealed ink supplies were on the way (from Conklin
and others) to solve the problem, but there was one workaround that
would prove quite popular in the decades around the turn of the 20th
century: the so-called Safety Pen. The Safety allows the user to retract the
point into the barrel and cover the whole thing with a tightly-fitting cap to
prevent leakage and evaporation of ink. They were still filled with
eyedroppers, but at least now they did not leak.
The Safety Pen seems to have made its first appearance in the 1890s,
although it isn't positively established (at least not to the satisfaction of
all) who invented it. Many collectors (including myself) have given
Waterman ink pens credit for this invention, but Waterman ink pens 's
first Safety dates from 1907, long after Moore began selling itsNonLeakable safety ink pen (in 1899). The Moore ink pen used a slider to
advance and retract the point. The J.G. Rider company began to make
their version of a "Safety Pen" in about 1905; this ink pen had a special clip
on the cap that could be used to hook the feed out of the ink pen,
allowing you to fill it with an eyedropper. The Rider ink pen wasn't the
most practical of designs, but it at least had simplicity on its side, and since
it eliminated the section joint, it could also clam to be "safe."
Nevertheless, thanks to Waterman ink pens being the biggest kid on the
block in those days, its Safeties have come to be most closely identified
with the breed (in the same way that Microsoft is now often thought to
have invented the computer mouse and bitmapped display, after Xerox
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PARC is but a distant memory). Indeed, probably most of the Safeties you
will find in the wild will be Waterman ink pens s, or copies of Waterman
ink pens s. In the Waterman ink pens Safety, the point and feed are
mounted on a retracting screw gear (pins through the feed assembly mate
to a helical hard rubber track inside the barrel) that allows them to be
pulled completely into the barrel; this allowed a tight-fitting screw cap to
be fitted, which virtually eliminated the risk of leakage in normal use.
When it again came time to write, the user uncapped the ink pen (holding
it point-up so as not to spill any ink) and posted the cap at the bottom,
twisting on the cap (like a lipstick) to raise the point into writing position.
Not only did the sealed design prevent leakage, it also kept the point and
feed moist and limited evaporation so that the ink pen was always ready
to write. To this day, the safety ink pen remains the one fountain ink pen
that you can deink pend upon never to leak on an aircraft (at least not if
you don't use it). In fact, the Safety's seal was so effective that (according
to legend) when the body of an American soldier was exhumed from a
French farmer's field decades after World War I, the unfortunate
doughboy's ink pen still contained liquid ink.
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Brands:

Waterman

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Hero

Model:

616

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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The Shanghai Hero Pen Company
The Shanghai Hero Pen Company, popular for its Hero (Chinese:
英雄) fountain pens, is a Chinese company. Founded in 1931 as the Huafu
Pen Factory(Chinese: 华孚), it was renamed in 1966 to the current name.
Some of its brands of fountain pens include Hero, Doctor, Wing Sung,
Lucky, Huafu, Xinming, Guanleming, Xinhua, and Gentleman. The design of
some of its Hero pens such as Hero 100 resembles that of Parker 51.
By the 1990s, the company's Hero brand of fountain pen had earned a
high reputation among Chinese, and had come to be known as the best in
the country.[1]Hero pens were also popular in the world during the 1980s
and 1990s.
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Brands:

Hero

Model:

100

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

Jinhao

Model:
Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

Size:
Carat:

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:
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Brands:

John Holland

Model:

Victorian Dip Pen in case

Color body:
Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

14k / Ivory

Ca 1870
Size:
x
Carat:
Mint kondition
Ohio, USA

14k

Fountain pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

x
F
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John Holland (pen maker)
John Holland was a prominent businessman and industrialist whose "John
Holland Gold Pen Company" was a large maker of pens and related
products during the late 19th century. In his business activities, he made
several metallurgical and mechanical advancements, the most notable
being a process for creating stable bars and other usable forms of iridium.
He was born on August 25, 1838, in Kilcrohane, County Cork, Ireland and
immigrated, with his parents, to the United States in 1848. The family
settled in Cincinnati, Ohio, where he stayed for the rest of his life. He
served an apprenticeship, then worked for the pen maker George W.
Sheppard. In 1862, he acquired the entire business and quickly expanded
it.
Before 1900 the John Holland Pen Company was between the major
fountain pens manufacturer, and also George S. Parker, founder of the
most famous brand, was a reseller. After John Holland death on 1917
company started to decline, and was closed around 1950.
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Brands:

No name

Model:

14k telescopic pencil

Color body:

14k

Color Cap:
Trim:
Year:
Steel nib:
Gold nib:
Condition:
Notes:
-------

14k
14k
Size:
Carat:
Near mint with engraving

Fountain
pen:
Ball pen:
Rollerball:
Pencil:
Dip pens:
Size:

X
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MY BOOK LIBRARY
AN ILLUSTRATED FOUNTAIN PEN
HISTORY – 1875 to 1960
by Cliff and Judy Lawrence
Publisher: Pen Fancier's Club, ©
1986.
Softbound, ? pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 215 x
280
ISBN: None
www.booksaboutpens.com
2004-03-26

THE BOOK OF FOUNTAIN PENS
AND PENCILS
by Stuart Schneider and George
Fischler
Publisher: Schiffer Books, © 1992.
Hardbound, 276 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 235 x
310
ISBN: 0887403948
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CHRONICLE OF THE FOUNTAIN
PEN, THE – Stories within a Story
by Joãvo Pavão Martins, Luiz Leite
and António Gagean
Publisher: Schiffer Books, © 2007.
Hardbound, 353 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 235 x
320
ISBN: 0764326163
ISBN: 9780764326165

COLLECTIBLE DIP PENS
by Jim Marshall
Publisher: The Pen & Pencil Gallery,
© 2003.
Softbound, 47 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 148 x
210
ISBN: None
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COLLECTIBLE FOUNTAIN PENS

by Juan Manuel Clarke
Publisher: Flammarion, © 2002.
Softbound, 377 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 140 x
140
ISBN: 2080107194

COLLECTIBLE STARS - Montblanc
writing instruments from 1946
until 1979
by Jens Rösler and Stefan Wallrafen
Publisher: Jens Rösler and Stefan
Wallrafen
Hardbound, 92 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 300 x
215
ISBN: None
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COLLECTING FOUNTAIN PENS - A
Primer for Newer Collectors
by Joel Hamilton and Sherrell Tyree
Publisher: Joel Hamilton and Sherrell
Tyree, © 2001.
Spiralbound, 50 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 140 x
280
ISBN: None

COLLECTING WRITING
INSTRUMENTS
by Dietmar Geyer
Publisher: Schiffer Books, © 1990.
Hardbound, 175 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 240 x
320
ISBN: 0887402720
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The Collector's world of Inkwells

Collector's Guide to Inkwells,
The: Identification & Values
Book II
by Veldon Badders
Publisher: Collector Books, © 1998
Softbound, 224 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 212 x
278
ISBN: 1574320203
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The History Of Conway Stewart
1905-2005
Fountain Pens for the Million
By Stephen Hull
ISBN 978-0-9563444-1-0
Publisher: The author
Publishing Year: 2010
1St Edition
1St Print
Language: English
Book Format: Hard Cover
Book Dimensions: 22X28.8cm
266 Pages

CREATIONS OF PASSION
Montblanc Collectibles - Limited
Editions Collector's Guide
by various authors
Publisher: Montblanc, © 2003.
Softbound, 93 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 147 x
185
ISBN: None
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FABULOUS FOUNTAIN PENS 800 Collectibles 1884-1990
by Paola Maggi, Giampiero Negretti
and Franco Nencini
Translated from Italian by Robert
Scott.
Publisher: Editoriale Wrist S.r.l.
Milano,
© 1990.
Hardbound in Box, 234 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 215 x
305
ISBN: None

Fountain Pens
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THE FOUNTAIN PEN A Collector's Companion
by Alexander Crum Ewing
Publisher: Apple Press, ©1997.
Hardbound, 192 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 130 x
220
ISBN: 1850767165

FOUNTAIN PENS HISTORY AND DESIGN
Edited by Giorgio Dragoni and
Giuseppe Fichera
Publisher: Antique Collector’s Club,
© 1998.
Hardbound, 192 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 235 x
290
ISBN: 1851492895
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FOUNTAIN PENS - Past & Present
Second Edition

by Paul Erano
Publisher: Collector Books, © 2004.
Hardbound, 287 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 220 x
280
ISBN: 1574323857

FOUNTAIN PENS
Penne Stilografiche
by Alex Fortis, Antonio Vannucchi,
Antonio Vanucchi (Contributor),
Antonio Fedeli (Photographer)
Publisher: BE-MA Editrice, © 1994.
Text in Italian and English.
Softbound, 143 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 135 x
165
ISBN: 8871431561
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FOUNTAIN PENS –
THEIR HISTORY AND ART
by Jonathan Steinberg
Publisher: Universe Publications, ©
2002.
Hardbound, 128 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 122,5 x
122
ISBN: 0789306816

FOUNTAIN PENS AND PENCILS The Golden Age of Writing
Instruments
by George Fischler and Stuart
Schneider
Publisher: Schiffer Books, © 1990.
Revised second edition 1998.
Hardbound, 311 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 235 x
310
ISBN: 0764304917
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THE BOOK OF FOUNTAIN PENS
AND PENCILS
by Stuart Schneider and George
Fischler
Publisher: Schiffer Books, © 1992.
Hardbound, 276 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 235 x
310
ISBN: 0887403948

THE FOUNTAIN PENS OF
ESTERBROOK
by Paul Hoban
Publisher: BDH Productions, ©
1992.
Softbound, 65 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 220 x
280
ISBN: None
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FOUNTAIN PENS OF THE WORLD
by Andreas Lambrou
Publisher: Classic Pens Ltd. © 1995.
Second edition. (March 1996)
Hardbound, 448 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 230 x
320
ISBN: 0302006680

FOUNTAIN PENS VINTAGE AND MODERN
by Andreas Lambrou
Publisher: Sotheby's, © 1989.
Hardbound, 244 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 195 x
245
ISBN: 0856673625
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FOUNTAIN PENS
by Jonathan Steinberg
Publisher: The Apple Press, ©
1994.
Hardbound, 80 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 235 x
310
ISBN: 1850764867

THE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO
ANTIQUE WRITING
INSTRUMENTS
by Stuart Schneider and George
Fischler Revised and expanded
third edition of this popular book now with updated pricing
guidelines and additional pen
descriptions. Publisher: Schiffer
Books, © 2000.
Softbound, 160 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 155 x
230
ISBN: 0764309803
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THE INCREDIBLE BALL POINT
PEN - A Comprehensive History
and Price Guide
by Henry Gostony and Stuart
Schneider
Publisher: Schiffer Books, © 1998.
Softbound, 160 pages.
Dimensions (in inches): 8 1/2" x 11"
ISBN: 0764304372

La STORIA della STILOGRAFICA
in ITALIA 1900-1950 (A-M)
(The History of the Italian
Fountain Pen)
by Letizia Jacopini
Publisher: O.P.S. in Italy, © 2001.
Text in Italian and English.
Hardbound, 287 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 240 x
315
ISBN: None
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La STORIA della STILOGRAFICA
in ITALIA 1900-1950 (N-Z)
(The History of the Italian
Fountain Pen)
by Letizia Jacopini
Publisher: O.P.S. in Italy, © 2003.
(?)
Text in Italian and English.
Hardbound, 247 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 240 x
315
ISBN: 8890101210

LAMY - Forms of Success
(Formen des Erfolgs)
by Hans Heger (Text)
and Peter Vogt (Design)
Publisher: C. Josef Lamy G.m.b.H.
© 1996.
Softbound, 92 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 230 x
270
ISBN: None
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MEISTERSTÜCKE FOR THE ART
OF WRITING - A History of the
Firm Montblanc
by Hans-Gerhard Plenz (Editor)
and J. Christopher Erskine
(Translator)
Publisher: Montblanc-Simplo
G.m.b.H. Hamburg, © 200?
Hardbound, 92 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 210 x
245
ISBN: None

PARKER “51”
by David and Mark Sheperd
Publisher: David and Mark
Sheperd, © 2004.
Hardbound, 169 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 210 x
280
ISBN: None
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PARKER DUOFOLD
by David Shepherd and Dan Zazove
Publisher: David Shepherd and Dan
Zazove, © 2006.
Softcover, 362 pages
Dimensions (in millimeters): 213 x
280
ISBN: 0954687523

PARKER VACUMATIC
by Geoffrey Parker, David
Shepherd
and Dan Zazove
Publisher: Surrenden Pens Limited,
© 2008.
HardBOUND, 343 pages
Dimensions (in millimeters): 220 x
287
ISBN: 0954687531
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A PASSION FOR PENS
by Pierre Haury and Jean-Pierre
Lacroux
Publisher: Greentree Publications,
© 1993.
Originally published in French in
1990 and translated in 1993 by
Fred Gorstein.
Hardbound, 196 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 280 x
298
ISBN: 0963788701

PELIKAN SCHREIBGERÄTE Writing Instruments 1929 - 2004
by Jürgen Dittmer and Martin
Lehmann
Publisher: A. H. F. Dunkmann
GmbH & Co.
© 2004. Text in English and
German.
Hardbound, 188 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 245 x
305
ISBN: None
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THE PEN

PEN, INK, & EVIDENCE - A Study
of Writing and Writing Materials
for the Penman, Collector, and
Document Detective
by Joe Nickell and Charles Hamilton
(Foreword)
Publisher: Oak Knoll Press.
First Edition, © 1990.
Second printing with corrections,
© 2000.
Hardbound, 228 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 220 x
290
ISBN: 1584560177
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PENNAN - Fetisch och skrivdon
Text: Ingemar Lundkvist.
Grafisk form: Marie Glase.
Omfång: 160 sidor.
Format: 165 x 290 mm.
Ca 100 fotografier och teckningar.
Hårt band.
ISBN 9179881890
Utkommer september 2001.
Byggförlaget

Penol Pens and Pencils
By Joao P. Martins & Michael
Miloro
ISBN non
Publisher: Privately printed (Blurb)
Publishing Year: 2012
1St Edition
1St Print
Language: English
Book Format: Hard Cover
Dimensions: 20.5X25.5 cm
117 Pages
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PENS AND PENCILS A Collector's Handbook
by Regina Martini and Harald
Grotowsky
Publisher: Schiffer Books.
First edition © 1996. Second
edition © 1997.
Revised third edition © 2001.
Softbound, 147 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 216 x
280
ISBN: 0764312146

PENS & WRITING EQUIPMENT
A Collector's Guide
by Jim Marshall
Publisher: Octopus Publishing
Group Ltd. Distributed in the USA
by Antique Collectors Club, Ltd. ©
1999.
Softbound, 64 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 150 x
210
ISBN: 1840001461
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SCRIPTUM 1996 - DIE
SCHÖNSTEN SCHREIBGERÄTE
by various authors.
Publisher: Ebner Verlag, Ulm, ©
1995.
Hardbound, 154 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 235 x
305
ISBN: 3871882267 (Hardbound)
ISBN: 3871882259 (Softbound)

The story oft the invention of
steel pen
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TURNING PENS AND DESK
ACCESSORIES
by Mike Cripps
Publisher: Schiffer Publishing, Ltd.
© 2000.
Softbound, 64 pages.
Dimensions (in inches): 8.75" x 11"
ISBN: 0764300512

TURNING PENS AND PENCILS
by Kip Christensen and Rex
Burningham
Foreword by Dale Nish.
Publisher: Guild of Master
Craftsman Pubns. Ltd. © 2000.
Softbound, 176 pages.
Dimensions (in inches): 8.29" x
10.83"
ISBN: 1861081006
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The Ultimate Book of Pens
Manufacturers.Designs. Writing
Culture
By Barbro Garenfeld & Dietmar
Geyer
ISBN 978-3-8331-5099-9
Publisher: h.f.ullmann
Publishing Year: 2010
1St Edition
1St Print
Language: English German French
Book Format: Hard Cover
Dimensions: 23.5X30.6 cm
496 Pages

UNIQUE & UNUSUAL PENS
From the Wood Lathe
(Schiffer Book for Woodturners)
by Dick Sing, Alison Levie
(Photographer)
Publisher: Schiffer Publishing, Ltd.
© 1997.
Softbound, 64 pages.
Dimensions (in inches): 8.57" x
11.02"
ISBN: 0764303597
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Wahl Eversharp: An Illustrated
History
By Joao P. Martins, Luiz Leite &
Antonio Gagean
ISBN none
Publisher: Privately printed (Blurb)
Publishing Year: 2011
1St Edition
1St Print
Language: English
Book Format: Soft Cover
Dimensions: 19.7X24.8 cm
79 Pages

WATERMAN SAFETY The Art of Overlay In Italy 19001940
by Maurizio Dansi, Letizia Jacopini
and Enzo Verduci (Photo)
Publisher: Nicolini Editore in Italy,
© 2001.
Text in Italian and English.
Hardbound, 93 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 243 x
310
ISBN: 8886623135
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WATERMAN

VICTORIAN PENCILS TOOLS TO JEWELS
by Deborah Crosby
Publisher: Schiffer Publishing, ©
1998.
Hardbound, 224 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 220 x
290
ISBN: 0764304135
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THE WRITE STUFF

WRITING HISTORY –
150 Years of the A.T. Cross
Company
by Barbara Lambert
Publisher: The A.T. Cross Company,
© 1996.
Hardbound, 240 pages.
Dimensions (in millimeters): 300 x
220
ISBN: None
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Penrepair books
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Calligraphy books
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Catalogue and magazines
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Pre Scriptum:
Is a journal of news and history in
pens and accessories. It was
published the following year, and
numbers.
2000: No 1
2001: No 1 - 2
2002: No 1 - 3
2003: No 1 - 3
2004: No 1 - 3
2005: No 1 - 3
2006: No 1 - 3
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PENNSERVICE:
JAG UTFÖR ALLA SERVICEUPPDRAG
AV RESERVOARPENNNOR,
KULSPETSPENNOR, STIFTPENNOR
OCH ROLLEBALL OAVSETT ÅLDER
OCH JAG UTFÖR ÄVEN
GARANTIREPARATIONER.

PENNGRAVYRER:
JAG UTFÖR NAMNGRAVYRER PÅ
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